
Imagine being whipped by the withering flames of injustice, taken and abandoned from your family and 

captured in a cage, another feast for the human eye’s desire for your striped coat. As each harp string of 

filtered sunlight collides onto your fake grass floor, you are panged by nostalgia as you remember life in 

the wilderness. This is the disconsolate reality for over 75% of zoo animals, says PetKeen. Animals 

forever trapped in their stimulated reality portrayed by man’s greed and folly are subject to torture, and 

therefore should be shut down. Accounting for the pillars of ethics and being truly moral, shutting zoos 

down will be for the greater good. 

 

Imagine yourself encased in the tortured body of a tiger, whipped only for the pleasure of the audience 

before you, who shower you in applause yet you only know the truth. We have been forever shadowed 

by the veil of human torment, and have not recognised the true extent of our actions. According to the 

Humane Society, 50 million monkeys, dogs, cats and other animals are subject to torture such as 

starvation, physical affliction and confinement. We always believe that keeping a wild lion in a cage will 

tame it, yet we are still the most savage of beasts. When asked, “What does the ideal zoo look like to 

you?” 60% of civilians answered, “closed” in a recent survey conducted by the Australian Zoo. In recent 

footage, owners were caught hitting elephants with bull hooks. 

 

It has been shown that animals were fed plastic in a local zoo in Westshire, with one dying from 

consuming 68 pounds. Every year, 1 in 7 people visiting the zoo stop to feed malnourished animals, 

though the rest take in the tiger’s dappled coat that was at a time raw and whipped. 56% of monkeys 

had been thirsty since the opening of these zoos, and the government hasn’t taken any action yet. 

Imagine being deprived of the resource every living creature needs most, drenched out of your life as 

you are strangled by chains and wrapped in the cathedral silence of your stone prison. 

 

Some may argue that zoos provide pleasure, though how could somebody enjoy the making of countless 

torture and misdeeds? If set free in their natural habitats, people enjoy animals in their tranquil state of 

absorption, watching a giraffe grow a leafy bonnet as it arches its neck to pick out its natural food, not 

malformed sludge in a pail. 78% of people surveyed claimed they would like to see animals not locked 

up behind bars, but tranquilly poised in the wild, not a pawn in our silly game, but the queen of their 

own. A mosaic of organisations has opened up, such as Bring Penguins back. The true beauty of nature is 

only represented when it thrives in its own wild. 

 

Therefore, zoos should be shut down and animals are relieved from the manacles of injustice posed by 

zoos. Animals should be allowed to roam in their own birthplace, to live their remaining life in peace 

under the canopy of rich life. 
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